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Subject of the amendment Am No Author RCV etc. Vote Remarks

Before § 1 5 EFDD RCV

§ 5 § original text separate

After § 23 6 EFDD RCV

7 EFDD RCVAfter § 28

8 EFDD RCV

split

1 

2 RCV

3 RCV

4 RCV

5 RCV

6 RCV

7 RCV

8 

9 RCV

10 RCV

§ 41 § original text

11 RCV

After § 41 9 EFDD RCV

§ 46 § original text separate

10 EFDD RCVAfter § 46

11 EFDD RCV

§ 47 § original text split



2

Subject of the amendment Am No Author RCV etc. Vote Remarks

1

2

3

4

12 EFDD RCV

13 EFDD RCV

After § 47

14 EFDD RCV

After § 48 1 EPP RCV

16 EUL/NGL§ 53

§ original text separate

17 EUL/NGL§ 57

§ original text separate

§ 62 15 EFDD RCV

Citation 11 2D EFDD

Citation 24 3D EFDD

Citation 37 4D EFDD RCV

vote: resolution (as a whole) RCV

D=Deleting amendment

vote "FOR"=delete text

vote "AGAINST"=maintain text

There is no vote on the original text

Requests for roll-call votes

EFDD: am 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15

ENF: am 1

ECR: am 1

Requests for separate votes

EFDD: § 5, 46, 53 and 57

ECR: § 41 and 57

Requests for split votes
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EFDD

§ 41

1st part: Text as a whole excluding the words “Welcomes the EU’s signature of the Istanbul Convention and”, “calls on 

the Member States that have not yet done so to ratify and implement this Convention as soon as possible;”, “calls, therefore, for 

the EU to help countries to improve data collection in this area and meet international legal obligations”, “asks the EU to work 

with other countries to step up funding and programming to prevent and respond to sexual and gender-based violence 

worldwide;”, “and the violation of women’s sexual and reproductive rights”, “and reproductive rights and”, “and sexual and 

reproductive rights;” and “condemns the reimposition of the ‘global gag’ rule;”

2nd part: “Welcomes the EU’s signature of the Istanbul Convention and” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

3rd part: “calls on the Member States that have not yet done so to ratify and implement this Convention as soon as 

possible;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

4th part: “calls, therefore, for the EU to help countries to improve data collection in this area and meet international legal 

obligations” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

5th part: “asks the EU to work with other countries to step up funding and programming to prevent and respond to sexual 

and gender-based violence worldwide;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

6th part: “and the violation of women’s sexual and reproductive rights” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

7th part: “and reproductive rights and” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

8th part: “and sexual and reproductive rights;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

9th part: “condemns the reimposition of the ‘global gag’ rule;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

§ 47

1st part: Text as a whole excluding the words “regrets any attempt to encumber, tarnish or even criminalise humanitarian 

assistance, and insists on the need for greater search and rescue capacities for people in distress at sea and on land in order to fulfil 

the primary obligations of international law;” and “welcomes the UN initiative on the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and 

Regular Migration, the UNHCR Global Compact on Refugees and the pivotal role assigned to human rights in these compacts;”

2nd part: “regrets any attempt to encumber, tarnish or even criminalise humanitarian assistance, and insists on the need for 

greater search and rescue capacities for people in distress at sea and on land in order to fulfil the primary obligations of 

international law;”

3rd part: “welcomes the UN initiative on the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, the UNHCR 

Global Compact on Refugees and the pivotal role assigned to human rights in these compacts;”

EPP

§ 41

1st part: Text as a whole excluding the words “sexual and reproductive”, “and access to sexual and reproductive rights 

and”, “and sexual and reproductive rights;” and “condemns the reimposition of the ‘global gag’ rule;”

2nd part: “sexual and reproductive”

3rd part: “and access to sexual and reproductive rights and”

4th part: “and sexual and reproductive rights;”

5th part: “condemns the reimposition of the ‘global gag’ rule;”

ECR

§ 47

1st part: Text as a whole excluding the words “is concerned about the possible instrumentalisation of EU foreign policy as 

‘migration management’” and “welcomes the UN initiative on the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, the 

UNHCR Global Compact on Refugees and the pivotal role assigned to human rights in these compacts;”

2nd part: “is concerned about the possible instrumentalisation of EU foreign policy as ‘migration management”

3rd part: “welcomes the UN initiative on the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, the UNHCR 

Global Compact on Refugees and the pivotal role assigned to human rights in these compacts;”

Voting scheme:
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§ 41

1st part: Text as a whole excluding the words “Welcomes the EU’s signature of the Istanbul Convention and”, “calls on 

the Member States that have not yet done so to ratify and implement this Convention as soon as possible;”, “calls, therefore, for 

the EU to help countries to improve data collection in this area and meet international legal obligations”, “asks the EU to work 

with other countries to step up funding and programming to prevent and respond to sexual and gender-based violence 

worldwide;”, “and the violation of women’s sexual and reproductive rights”, “and access to sexual”, “and reproductive rights 

and”, “and sexual and reproductive rights;” and “condemns the reimposition of the ‘global gag’ rule;”

2nd part: “Welcomes the EU’s signature of the Istanbul Convention and” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

3rd part: “calls on the Member States that have not yet done so to ratify and implement this Convention as soon as 

possible;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

4th part: “calls, therefore, for the EU to help countries to improve data collection in this area and meet international legal 

obligations” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

5th part: “asks the EU to work with other countries to step up funding and programming to prevent and respond to sexual 

and gender-based violence worldwide;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

6th part: “and the violation of women’s sexual and reproductive rights” without “sexual and reproductive” [ROLL-CALL 

VOTE]

7th part: “sexual and reproductive” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

8th part: “and access to sexual” 

9th part: “and reproductive rights and” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

10th part: “and sexual and reproductive rights;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

11th part: “condemns the reimposition of the ‘global gag’ rule;” [ROLL-CALL VOTE]

§ 47

1st part: Text as a whole excluding the words “is concerned about the possible instrumentalisation of EU foreign policy as 

‘migration management’”, “regrets any attempt to encumber, tarnish or even criminalise humanitarian assistance, and insists on 

the need for greater search and rescue capacities for people in distress at sea and on land in order to fulfil the primary obligations 

of international law;”, “welcomes the UN initiative on the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, the 

UNHCR Global Compact on Refugees and the pivotal role assigned to human rights in these compacts;” 

2nd part: “is concerned about the possible instrumentalisation of EU foreign policy as ‘migration management’”

3rd part: “regrets any attempt to encumber, tarnish or even criminalise humanitarian assistance, and insists on the need for 

greater search and rescue capacities for people in distress at sea and on land in order to fulfil the primary obligations of 

international law;”

4th part: “welcomes the UN initiative on the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, the UNHCR 

Global Compact on Refugees and the pivotal role assigned to human rights in these compacts;”


